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Girl In The Leaves by James Glass 

A Rebecca Watson Novel Book 3 

While Detective Rebecca Watson wrestles with the possibility that her mother may get away with murder, 

she responds to the murder-suicide of a family of five and soon discovers they had been in the Witness 

Protection Program. This greatly complicates her investigation. 



Then a few days later, two Eugene Falls College students stumble up on a young woman's body partially 

covered with leaves. As Rebecca doubles down to solve both gruesome cases, she faces an emotional 

trauma of such unspeakable darkness that it makes her question whether she can still do her job. 
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Minutes To Midnight by James Glass 

A Rebecca Watson Novel Book 2 

Detective Rebecca Watson of the Eugene Falls Police Department is getting ready for her Drill Weekend 

in the Navy Reserves when she gets the call from her lieutenant. He wants her to check a crime scene of 

a serial killer who was severely injured during an automobile accident while transporting bodies in 55-

gallon drums. Her boss believes this is an open and shut case, but upon further investigation Watson 

realizes the serial killer had a partner. While working the case, she is activated in the Navy onboard the 

USS Vella Gulf. 

While working onboard the ship, she uncovers there may be a serial killer on the Vella Gulf who is 

murdering prostitutes in each port. Nothing can prepare her for the gauntlet of turmoil and trouble that 

may lead to her demise by uncovering the true motive behind the murders. 
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Relentlessly pursuing two unknown serial killers, one at home and one at sea throws Watson into 

emotional disorder as she fights to keep control—driven to bring these monsters to justice. 
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Stone Cold by James Glass 

A Rebecca Watson Novel Book 1 

Detective Rebecca Watson is tracking a vicious serial killer in Eugene Falls, Florida. As a distraction, she's 

dragged back into court for the retrial of a man convicted of murdering his girlfriend five years earlier. His 

defense attorney will use any means to get his client freed, including uncovering old wounds from 

Watson's past. As the case takes a few hard turns, nothing can prepare her for the world she's about to 

encounter, the past that haunts her, and the truth behind the serial killer's motive. 
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About The Author: James Glass achieved the rank of Command Master Chief before retiring after 22 years 

in the United States Navy. After retiring from the Navy, he exchanged his rifle for a pen. He and his family 

moved back to Florida. James is also the President of the Panhandle Writers Group. 
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